
 The 
Natural  
Beautification 
Technique 
that 
Surpasses 
Plastic Surgery



Mieko Ueda’s Profile

Ms Ueda’s method is 
the undisputed no.1 

natural face-lifting 
technique in Japan

The face beautification technique 
achieves results that are equal to 
plastic surgery. 
It can literally make people look 
younger by 10 years. 
 
Mieko Ueda is the practitioner 
possessing the ‘hands of miracles’. 

The “Hands of Miracles”  that 
Has Helped over 80,000 People 
in Japan Attain Slimmer Faces

A revolutionary face-slimming system 
using a method being described as the ‘
hands of miracles’ is captivating Japanese 
celebrities. 

Actresses, models, TV personalities, politi-
cians and many other VIPs from all over 
Japan are competing with each other for 
a therapy session at Ms Ueda’s salon. Even 
though the waiting list may be 6 months 
long, clients looking for real results come 
to Ms Ueda. Her reputation has now 
spread internationally, with famous 
personalities from New York and Los 
Angeles visiting Japan to seek out her 
services. 

Now, it is her mission to help 
women around the world attain 
beauty that defies their age. 



Why Mieko’s 
Beautification 

Technique 
is Receiving 

So Much 
Attention in 

Japan
Mieko Ueda’s salon is located in 
Omotesando, the fashion and 
beauty capital of Japan which is 
often compared to the Champs 
Elysees in Paris and 5th Avenue in 
New York. She has consistently 
been at the forefront of her 
industry in Omotesando. 

Why is Mieko Ueda’s technique so overwhelmingly popular in Japan? 

Speedy
Results

An Original 
Method 

Incorporating 
Eastern Medicine

A Massage 
Technique that Is 

Constantly 
Evolving 

Visible results are gained 
in a short period of time.
 
The technique achieves 
two seemingly contra-
dictory effects: immedi-
ate results and long-
lasting efficacy. 

Taking in elements of 
traditional eastern medi-
cine, Mieko Ueda has 
developed her own 
unique ‘power massage’ 
method attains much 
better results than con-
ventional acupressure 
techniques. 

Ms Ueda continues to 
refine her technique to 
provide ever more effec-
tive methods for helping 
people attain beauty. 



The Secrets 
      Behind Mieko Elegance 

Promotes 
Cellular Renewal by 
Activating Cells

Promotes 
Cellular Renewal by 
Activating Cells

Ms Ueda’s method provides anti-ageing 
effects by activating dormant cells. 

Trains the Mimic 
Muscles of the Face
Trains the Mimic 

Muscles of the Face
The technique stimulates stiff mimic muscles 
which form facial expressions and promotes 
the formation of new muscles in the face

Facial
Sculpting
Facial

Sculpting
Tailor-made massages to suit each client’s 
bone structure makes it possible to ‘carve 
away’ loose flesh. 

Improves 
Blood Flow
Improves 
Blood Flow

Blood circulation is improved through this 
technique particularly in the head, resulting in 
a healthier brain which can reduce the risk of 
alzheimer’s.

Facial 
Shape-Memory

Facial 
Shape-Memory

The image of the ideal face is imprinted upon 
the brain so that the effects of treatment are 
lasting. 

Removing 
Accumulated Cellulite 

from the Face

Removing 
Accumulated Cellulite 

from the Face

The special massage removes cellulite that 
has accumulated on the face over the years 
by breaking it down and releasing it outside 
the body. 



The Effects of the Miracle Massage

* Photos have not been retouched. Results may differ between individuals. 

This 60 year old Japanese woman’s life was changed 
when her face was transformed with Ms Ueda’s massage. 

No. of sessions: 12



Media Coverage 
                       & Publications 

Magazines
“Body Plus” (Jitsugyou no Nihon Sha)
“MISS” (Sekai Bunka Publishing Inc.)
“Josei Seven” (Shogakukan)
“STORY” (Kobunsha)
“Croissant Premium” (Magazine House)
“Be Story” (Kobunsha)
“Therapist Beauty” (BAB Japan)
“Saita” (Seven & i Publishing)
“GLAMOROUS” (Kodansha)
“ELLE japon” (Hachette Fujingaho)
“HAIR MENU MADAM” (imedia)
“FYTTE” (Gakken Publishing)  
“MORE” (Shueisha)
“Shukan Josei: Beauty School for Your 40s” (Shufu to Seikatsu Sha)
“MEN’S CLUB” (Hachette Fujingaho)
“Josei Seven” (Shogakukan)
“anan”
“MISS”
“plus an an presents ‘on・on’”
“JELLY”
“Josei Seven Health Tips ‘CHOKiCHOKi’” (Naigai Publishing)
“ESSE”
“Hanako”
“Biteki”
“GLITTER”
“GOLD”　

Publications
“Mieko Ueda’s Enchanting Beauty Tips”
“’The Hands of Miracles’: 
  Mieko Ueda’s Enchanting Beauty Massage”
“’The Hands of Miracles’: 
  Mieko Ueda’s Morning Face-Slimming Massage”

TV
“Nijicchao!” (TBS)
“Omoikkiri DON!” (NTV)
“My Fair Lady” (TBS)
“Tokyo Joshi Zukan” (TBS)
“Nijiiro Jean” (KTV)
“MOTEL: Hoshigaru Danjo no Motegaku” (KTV)
“Hiruobi!” (Monthly commentator)
“Suteki + Life” (J:Com Terrestrial Channel)
“Shiritagari”
“PON!” (Nippon TV)
 

Radio
“Mieko Ueda’s Beauty Presso” (InterFM)
“SATURDAY DRIVING BREEZE” (InterFM)
“BLUE OCEAN” (Tokyo FM)
“Catch Up!” (InterFM)
“Mieko Ueda’s Beauty Up!” (InterFM)
“Ryuta Mine’s MineSta” (Radio Nippon)



Reduces sags in the face-line

Reduces smile lines

Tightens the skin around the eyes

Tightens cheeks

Improves blood flow resulting in a healthier body overall

Reduces sagging eyelids

Reduces wrinkles on the forehead

Improves blood circulation in the brain

The Miraculous Beautification Technique

This unique technique 
produces immediate and 
long-lasting results that 
cannot be matched by 
beauty aestheticians.



Experience the natural 
beautification technique 
that yields results 
unattainable  through 
aestheticians 
or plastic surgery


